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The Southern Dutch dialect area is described in four separate dictionaries, available 
both in print and online. The Brabantic, Limburgian and Flemish dialect dictionaries 
were set up as parallel onomasiological dictionaries whereas the Zeelandic dictionary 
was ordered alphabetically. The idea behind a common data model was to provide a 
comprehensive overview of the entire dialect area covered by these dictionaries. 
Through the Dictionary of the Southern Dutch Dialects (DSDD) project, the three 
dictionaries were brought together in one portal, realising the first phase of a new 
infrastructure for Dutch dialects. This paper will discuss: how these three 
conceptually similar dictionaries were brought together, what the challenges to 
harmonise these three dialects datasets were and how this enabled the integrated 
dataset to be made accessible both via a user application with cartographic tools, 
and an API. 
 

The data model 
Even though the dictionaries used the same data model it became clear that an 
overarching concept layer was required to deal with the problem of similar, but not 
necessarily equivalent concepts (e.g. the choice for either a concept “frog”, or two 
concepts “frog” and “green frog”) and the corresponding heteronomy (i.e. all dialect 
words for a single concept).  
 

Data format 
The source data was received in a range of different formats, e.g. database extracts 
from Oracle and FileMaker or as OCR (XML), and then stored in a relational 
database (PostgreSQL).  
 

Data quality 

Some of the original material had been OCR’d and semi-automatically/manually 
corrected, which had resulted in poorly structured data. It was therefore unfortunately 
necessary to leave out some of the data. However, it was made sure that the data 
ingestion method allows for future updates. 
 

Data curation and enrichment 
Before aligning the concepts some curation and enrichment was necessary to avoid 
inconsistencies, for instance, the differences: a) between the ‘Dutchification’ of 
keywords and lexical variants, b) in the assignment of lexical variants to keywords, c) 
in spelling, etc. had to be resolved.  
 
DSDD concept layer and linking 

In the pilot phase, 1500 concepts from a number of thematic dictionary volumes were 
selected to explore different methods for aligning the data. For each theme a list of 
overarching concepts was compiled. Lex’it, a rapid database application 
development platform for linguistic data, developed at the Dutch Language Institute 



(INT), was used to do the linking. When the names of the concepts were identical, 
concepts were linked semi-automatically. However, when they were not, strategies 
such as keyword overlap, searching in concept definitions etc. were used for linking. 
Later on other concepts were integrated and linked. Now, the database consists of 
29.000 concepts. 
 

Future work 

The dataset is now accessible via a user application with cartographic tools and an 
API. In 2022/2023, the database will be extended with additional semasiological 
Dutch dialect dictionary data, such as the Zeelandic Dictionary, until ultimately, the 
dialect data in the lexicographical infrastructure covers the entire Dutch language 
area.  
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